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The main bulk of the book consists of contributions on mechanisms of DNA replication, transcription, translation, control of gene expression, and metabolic regulatory mechanisms.
The final section is something of a mixed medley. Studies on nucleotide composition and sequence have not as yet provided Maurice Green and his colleagues with a clear explanation of how 12 human adenoviruses which induce cancers in newborn animals differ from 19 which do not. Contributions by George Weber (hormonal control of metabolism), R E Handschumacher (asparaginase analogues), W J Burdette (alterations in gene activation caused by viruses and hormones) and Van R Potter (minimal deviation hepatomas) complete this well-produced volume, which will be of considerable value to those involved in many aspects of molecular biology. As James VI became James I when Scotland acquired a partner, this textbook might well have been labelled the first edition. The duumvirate has apparently thought as one, since the concise and simple style which characterizes earlier editions has been retained to describe all that is new and much of the old which has been rearranged.
In the last decade the teaching of gynmcology has been revolutionizedthe emphasis is on medical as opposed to surgical problems. This, together with the freedom of social discussion about the widest aspects of sex, has required that the teaching of medical students covers fully such subjects as conception control, psychosexual problems, abortion and intersex. These, together with the advances in endocrinology, are clearly presented with skill and an economy of words which gives the essence of the problem without confusing the reader.
Another necessary chapter describes the elements of cytological investigations. While cancer cytology is clearly described, the endocrine changes are somewhat undersold and perhaps this chapter would have had greater impact if a guest author had been commissioneda device which adds importance to an excellent chapter on radiotherapy in gynecology which presents well the successes of telecobalt and the present relative failure of chemotherapy.
It is so easy to find one's way about this book; the photographs are all apt and most of the drawings are still relevant. The lists of further reading which complete each chapter seem carefully designed to be within easy reach of the undergraduate student and the biographical footnotes about famous men add a final elegance to a splendid teaching text. English is used throughout. The contributors offer authoritative reviews of their subjects, rather than original papers, backed up with clear illustrations and selected up-to-date references.
Surgical departmental libraries should have a copy of this book available. An individual is unlikely to be interested in all the subjects. This is an immaculately produced distillation of the highly scientific papers produced at the symposium. It was held in 1968 so that the papers reproduced are not out of date, as often happens by the time conference proceedings are published.
Prankerd's paper on enzymopenic anemias explains that about ten enzyme defects have now been detected in the non-spherocytic hlmolytic anemias. This and other papers describe the different enzyme pathways affected.
The papers on the lysosomes emphasize the important part played by their enzymes in intracellular digestion. Chronic granulomatous disease is an inherited disorder of lysosome function resulting in an inability to kill phagocytosed bacteria. The disease was recognized when a group of children, unusually susceptible to
